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1. GUJRERA Half Yearly Return Filing
for Agents
1.1. Background
As part of the “Functions of real estate agents” for the Agents defined under Section 10 and as per the
GujRERA Authority Regulation/ Directions, the real estate agent shall maintain and preserve the books
of account, records and update the specific details for the activities carried out every 6 months. Hence,
it is the duty of the Agent to submit/ update the details on GujRERA Portal and the Agent
would be accountable and responsible for all submissions made on the GujRERA Portal.
In this regard, GUJRERA authority has defined “Half Yearly Mandatory Details” that Agent has to
submit online under “RERA Return” Compliance. The same has been incorporated and made
accessible to Agent through existing GUJRERA Portal on https://gujrera.gujarat.gov.in
The detailed step by step instructions to file the Agent RERA Return is explained in subsequent
sections.

1.2. Objectives of Agent RERA Return
A. As the Agents are expected to deal with RERA Registered Projects, it is essential that the
Respective Project Promoters also remain aware of the transactions carried out by all engaged
agents.
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B. It is also important that the Buyers/ Investors are also aware of the efficiency and performance
track record of the respective agent that they are opting service from. Moreover, it will also help
Buyers to choose right agent that can help them make informed decision.
C. Considering above A and B points, the information from the Agent Return can make GujRERA
authority aware of the active agents and can make right decision at the time of Agent
Registration Renewal stage seeing the progress and performance authorized by the promoters.

1.3. Definition of Half Year (HY) for Agent Return
The GUJRERA Authority has considered the dynamic rolling half years (6 months) duration with
respect to a specific logic unique to each agent for which the agent is liable to submit the mandatory
Agent RERA Return.

1.4. Definition of Start & End Date of Filing HY Return
Each HY Return Section (Tile) remains active for return filing from Start Date till End Date mentioned
on the HY Tile. It is dynamic in nature and different from one agent to another but fixed for a particular
Agent for its return filing life cycle. Agent may save the entire tile list/ keep screenshot to ensure timely
return filing upon logging into GujRERA Portal.

1.5. Definition of Last Half Yearly Return – Agent
Registration Validity Expiration (HY10)
As the agent is granted RERA Registration for the period of 5 years, there would be 10 half yearly
returns that an agent would be required to file. The last half yearly return, will be considered as H10
and an agent would be able to file till the expiry date of its registration validity on HY10 tile.

1.6. Definition of Agent Return Fees & Penalty on Default
As part of the processing charges, GUJRERA has defined the Fixed Quarterly Fees as prescribed time
to time to be paid for filing Agent RERA Return. In case of default, RERA has also provisioned to
charge the Penalty over and above the Fixed Quarterly Fees which GUJRERA shall compel Agent to
pay before filing the Return for the defaulted quarter.

1.7. Definition of Online Payment
Agent has to pay the RERA Return Fees as decided by the Gujarat RERA Authority through Online ePayment Gateway as shown in the process flow of filing. Promoter will be able to pay this amount using
GUJRERA Website only with the help of Payment Gateway.

1.8. Definition of Agent Return Defaulter
Once the HY Filing Last Date is lapsed and if the agent has not submitted the HY Return, the Agent
will be considered as “HY Agent Return Defaulter” and subsequently will be liable for penalized action
as the GUJRERA Authority may decide.
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-

NOTE: If the agent “defaults” by not filling the return, all the subsequent HY Return
Tiles will be locked for filing and till the agent comply to the penalized action
decided by the authority, agent will not have the facility of HY return filing.

1.9. Definition of Promoter Authorizing (agreeing) to
Agent activities
Once the Agent successfully files the return and declared the projects that he has dealt with, the
respective Project Promoter gets notified and Under My Profile section and “Authorize Agents” sub
section, Promoter will be able to see entire list of agents who have declared their association and
number of inventories/ units dealt with for particular time period.
Promoters are supposed to either agree (yes) or disagree (no) to the agent’s activity under its project
and accordingly the agent activities would be agreed or affirmed by the Promoters.
The sole objective of the same is to make the association between Promoter and Agent
positive & engaging and hence build a community that can facilitate the Buyer/ Investor
to make informed decision.
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2. RERA Agent Return filing Process
2.1. Overview

The process of RERA Agent Return filing is 4 stage process as shown above. Each Stage description is
mentioned in the following sections.

2.2. RERA Agent Return Filing
2.2.1. Step 1: Login to GUJRERA as Promoter/ Agent

-

From Home Page, Click on LOGIN AS AGENT/ PROMOTER and Insert the Credentials as
received on your registered email id.

IAA00001
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2.2.2. Step 2: Dashboard Half Yearly View

-

As shown in above screenshot, all the half yearly tiles will be shown which are applicable over
the period of Agent Life.

-

Out of which The HY with respect to current date will be active for filing.

2.2.3. Step 3: Agent RERA Return Filing (Step by Step Guide)
2.2.3.1. Enter Project Details, Association Dates, Units Dealt with

-

Click on Active RERA HY Tile to initiate filing process for the respective active HY
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Steps:
-

Enter Project Registration Number and Click Search. The project name will be auto fetched

-

Enter Engagement Start and End Date in which you were associated with the project. Please ensure these
dates are between the HY Start and End Date only.

-

Enter Number of Units dealt with of that project.

-

After adding one project, you may click add more to enter other project that you were engaged with

-

You can save the progress clicking “Save as Draft” to avoid loss of entered data

-

Once added all applicable projects, Agents can enter Remarks if any

-

Please also Note that if you have not dealt with any project in particular HY, you may
“Delete” the first section claiming Nil Progress in the HY. It would be NIL return in other
words.

-

After following above steps, you may click Make Payment to proceed further on filing return. Please note
that after clicking Make Payment you will not be able to come back to this stage of filing in the particular
session.
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2.2.3.2. Make Payment

Steps:
-

After completing first step, on payment screen you will be shown the applicable fees for filing as per the
Authority Orders.
If defaulted, you will see additional penalty imposed beyond fees.
Click “Agree and Pay” and you can pay online using Net Banking, Credit Card, Debit Card Options.
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2.2.4. Step 4: Confirmation – Auto submission of Agent return for Hi
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3. Project Promoter Authorization
It is important that Project Promoter is also aware of the Associated Agents with the project and
approve the work that agent has carried in dealing with units. This will also help authority to identify
the positively performing agents and help buyer to select the right agent for the property.

3.1. Promoter Agrees to Agents Activities

-

Under My Profile Section, the promoter will be able to see “Authorize Agent” Section.

-

Upon clicking the same, Promoter has to select either Yes or No to affirm the activities declared
by the respective agent in its own project.

-

After Approval (yes) agent and buyer will be able to see:
o

The list of Authorized Agents for a Project & Inventories dealt by them under particular
project

o

The list of Projects , an Agent is associated with and activities carried out by him under
particular agent
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Disclaimer: All the images, screenshots, plans used in this document are just for demonstration and for the
purpose of promoter training only. The actual system, icons, tables may differ from the ones shown here. The
details mentioned here are subject to change without prior information to the promoters.
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